Faster, more agile networks driven by combined expertise
DXC Technology and Cisco partnership

As market leaders, Cisco and DXC Technology provide world-class solutions in networking, unified communications, cloud and platform services, and security. With a sharp focus on solving complex business challenges, Cisco and DXC together can help enterprises digitally transform how people connect, communicate and secure their ever-evolving business environments.

Client benefits

The DXC and Cisco partnership draws on deep technology expertise and market-leading technology to provide solutions that exploit the benefits a software-defined secure environment offers. By combining Cisco’s innovative networking, unified communications and security solutions with DXC’s premier systems integration abilities, we help enterprises optimize their investment in Cisco technology. Our partnership delivers significant business benefits in many areas, including:

• Integration: Cisco’s industry-standard networking products and solutions are designed to seamlessly integrate in a software-defined environment. DXC’s systems integration experience and additive technology help enterprises take advantage of that integration to provide your networks with enhanced speed and security that improves productivity among your users.

• Automation: Enterprises using Cisco technology can benefit significantly from DXC’s systems integration expertise in orchestrating automated solutions and services. By leveraging Platform DXC, our next-generation digital delivery platform, you can gain the benefits of automated delivery of essential business services such as applications, data analytics and workplace solutions running on an enterprise-grade network infrastructure.

• Speed and agility: A key benefit is DXC’s ability to help enterprises take advantage of the move to software-defined networking, which delivers a more flexible network infrastructure. This means having the agility to quickly flex to meet users’ needs for network-intensive applications and services such as high-definition videoconferencing.

• Optimization: We help you leverage Cisco technology for initiatives such as the consolidation of infrastructure and improved connectivity. Migrating from expensive MPLS networks to a SD-WAN will help optimize your network portfolio, reduce costs and improve the experience of application users.
Joint offerings/solutions

An essential component of digital transformation is giving people the ability to connect and communicate in a secure workplace environment. Leveraging Cisco’s networking, unified communications and security capabilities, DXC has developed solutions that automate essential functions such as collaboration, communications, connectivity, firewalls and routing — which deliver the speed and agility you would never get with traditional networking. Our partnership brings the strengths of Cisco and DXC to our clients in these areas:

**Workplace and mobility.** DXC and Cisco know how to deliver the benefits of a digital workplace to any geography and in any industry. Our partnership allows you to choose the best integrated mobility and desktop environments that result in improved messaging, increased collaboration and unified communications.

DXC’s messaging and collaboration expertise helps enterprises leverage Cisco technology to enable a workplace environment that provides access to people, data and applications anytime, anywhere, on any device. For example, DXC offers conferencing solutions that can enhance your Cisco Webex capabilities. Plus, our deep experience in implementing SD-WANs can support your workplace’s digital transformation.

**Cloud and productivity.** Our joint delivery of next-generation services uses software-defined networking to improve network performance and ease the path to cloud. DXC’s portfolio of cloud and platform solutions allows you to take advantage of public, private and hybrid cloud environments. We can help you rapidly modernize applications, migrate the right workloads to the right cloud environment and securely manage your network environment.

DXC can help you digitally transform your enterprise and improve productivity with automation and workplace internet of things (IoT) applications that improve the employee experience and customer engagement. We can also leverage our partner ecosystem with leading providers such as Microsoft and AWS to integrate Cisco solutions with a variety of application services, cloud solutions and productivity tools.

**Security.** At DXC, security is tightly integrated into all of our solutions and never seen as an afterthought. As an industry-leading managed security service provider, we can integrate Cisco’s best-in-class security technology with a wide range of enterprise solutions that will help you protect data, manage identities, identify threats and respond to attacks.

DXC helps you leverage Cisco Umbrella as a first line of defense against threats from the internet and Cisco Stealthwatch to detect threats across your private networks and public clouds. DXC and Cisco also offer comprehensive solutions to protect enterprises from email-driven security attacks, as well as a clear strategy to securely refresh your Cisco Adaptive Security Appliance (ASA) family of security devices.

**Differentiation**

The combination of Cisco and DXC capabilities creates a robust portfolio of solutions not available anywhere else in the marketplace. Both DXC and Cisco have the global footprint, decades of experience and deep expertise to deliver digital transformation at scale. Together we give you the ability to speed up and optimize your networks and take a faster path to the cloud to deliver essential business processes and services quicker, more securely and with increased flexibility.

Through our partnership, Cisco and DXC can provide better options for your overall campus networking experience and workplace experience. The result is a highly integrated network that enables greater efficiency, more productive employees and happier customers.

Learn more at [www.dxc.technology](http://www.dxc.technology)

---

**Get the insights that matter.**

[www.dxc.technology/optin](http://www.dxc.technology/optin)

---

**About DXC Partner Network**

Our robust programmatic structure of 250+ industry-leading Strategic and Solution Partners works to deliver the right solution and the right team to address complex, critical client business challenges. Learn more at [www.dxc.technology/partnernetwork](http://www.dxc.technology/partnernetwork).

**About DXC Technology**

As the world’s leading independent, end-to-end IT services company, DXC Technology (NYSE: DXC) leads digital transformations for clients by modernizing and integrating their mainstream IT, and by deploying digital solutions at scale to produce better business outcomes. The company’s technology independence, global talent, and extensive partner network enable 6,000 private and public-sector clients in 70 countries to thrive on change. DXC is a recognized leader in corporate responsibility. For more information, visit [www.dxc.technology](http://www.dxc.technology) and explore [thrive.dxc.technology](http://thrive.dxc.technology), DXC’s digital destination for changemakers and innovators.
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